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1. INTRODUCTION:  
Database is collection of data that includes different types of data. It is easier to get the required part of the 

data when the size of the database is small.[1] On the other hand side, if the size of the database is big, then it is 

difficult to get the required or specific part of the data, that is needed.[2] For getting the required part from the 

database, mining is used. Mining is the process of extraction and when the data is extracted from the database, it is 

known as data mining. Various methods are available for doing the process of mining.[3] World wide web contains 

large amount of useful information and data. Traditional methods are used to extract the required and useful 

information from the world wide web. This process is known as web mining.[4] Web mining extract the useful 

information and data from the web by using data mining methods. After that it integrates all the extracted information 

that user got after using the data extraction methods from the world wide web. 

 

2. NEED:   
It is very difficult to find the required data from the database that is big in size. If we are unable to get the 

required data from the database, then database is useless. The process of finding the required data or specific data from 

the database is very time consuming, difficult and long process in case of huge database. So, a mechanism is needed 

for fulfilling that need of the database user. Web mining and data mining are helpful for accomplishing this task. By 

using these mechanisms, time can be saved and human effort can be reduce. Mining helps to extract the useful or 

required part of the data from the database and world wide web. 

 

3. WORKING:  
Various methods are used to get the useful information directly from the web. For this purpose, web mining 

uses the web pages, server logs including content on the web and content of web. Web mining includes various 

techniques. These includes : 

 

 Web Content based mining, 

 web usage mining  

  web structure mining 

 Clustering 

 Classification 

 Association 

 

All these techniques and methods are used for web mining. These are basic techniques that are useful in mining the 

data from the web. Explanation of all these is given below-:  

 

Abstract: In today’s world, large storage capacity is used for backup or storage of the useful data. In this way 
database form from the large set of data. On the other hand side, it is also difficult to handle such type of 

databases that are big in the Size. Sometimes we need only a single piece or specific portion of the database. It is 

not easy to get that specific part from the huge database. So, a mechanism is needed to perform this task. For 

this, a process is used for mining the useful data from the database. Mining is the process of extracting the useful 

and required data or piece of data from the huge database. This is the basic concept of the data mining that 

makes it a useful and powerful way to explore the huge databases in easier ways. This research paper focuses on 

the all the important aspects of the web mining and data mining including introduction, need, working of the web 

mining, types and applications.  
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    Fig. 1: WORKING OF WEB MINING 

3.1. Web Content Mining:  In this technique, Useful information from web is extracted from the web. For this 

purpose, contents of the web pages are used. Content is considered in this technique, that’s why it is known as web 

content mining. 

 

3.2. Web Usage Mining: In this technique, the patterns of the data is discovered by checking the client server 

transactions. Most frequent data patterns that are used frequently by client and server are selected for this mining. 

 

3.3. Web Structure Mining: In this type of the mining, structure of the web is discovered , which includes the 

various web pages that act as node of graph and hyperlinks that act as edges of the graph. Structure is represented by 

the graph. 

 

4.4. Clustering: Clustering technique uses various clusters. Clusters are subsets of the data. Set of clusters are used in 

this technique. Clustering includes hierarchical and partitional clustering. 

 Partitional Clustering: In this type of clustering, data is divided into various parts but considered as a single 

subset of clustering only. 

 Hierarchical Clustering: This technique uses the nested clusters. This technique uses the hierarchical 

structure of the clusters. 

 

3.5. Classification:In this technique, various sets of the data are used to build data models. For this purpose, various 

classes are assigned to the data sets depending upon the categories of the data. Process of  Categorization is used for 

the purpose of the classification.  

 

3.6. Association:Association is used for web mining and data mining. Various Association rules are used for finding 

and generating various data sets from the mining process. Various rules are generated for finding the associations 

between the various data sets. But this process of association is very costly and not efficient . 

 

4. APPLICATIONS: There are many applications of the web mining. Some of them are given below-: 
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 Web mining is used for finding the various web documents related to any type of particular subject or topic b 

which these web documents are presented. 

 These techniques are also helpful to divide the web documents into various categories. In this way, it become 

easier to find the particular topic. 

 Web mining also helps to find out the web documents or web pages that are related with each other. For this, 

various techniques are used for finding the related web documents from multiple servers. 

 Web mining is also helpful in the field of education. Web mining is helpful in the area of online education and 

e-learning, where web based environment is needed. 

 Web mining is also used in the field of online services that are provided b the government to the public via 

online mode. Thus, web mining is helpful in the field of e-governance. 

 

5. CONCLUSION:  
The use of modern user either computer or mobile user is increased after the introduction of the Modern 

technology. That’s why the storage need increased and database that stores the important data of the user, is also 

increased in size. For getting the required and useful information from the database, web mining is very helpful and 

effective tool for the user to save the time and human effort both. So, we can’t deny the need of web mining and data 

mining and their tools. In upcoming days, there will more changes and advancements in the field of web mining and 

data mining.  
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